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Machrihanish Golf Club 
 

Machrihanish published a wee softcover history to celebrate its centenary in 1976 (One 

Hundred Years of Golf at Machrihanish; D & J M20200), a modest 52-page effort 

written by D. J. McDiarmid. Famous for its remote location and daring first hole, 

Machrihanish is a Scottish links course with cult status. In his latest Confidential Guide 

Tom Doak writes: “choosing the best opening hole in the world is an open-and-shut-case; 

the grandeur of the first hole at Machrihanish is unassailable.” 

 

The course began at the hands of Charles Hunter; Old Tom Morris expanded his twelve 

hole design to a proper eighteen, and then J. H. Taylor made further modifications in 

1914. Alternations were necessitated after the Second World War as a result of the Royal 

Navy using part of the course as a training center. These changes were made by Sir Guy 

Campbell. Always a modest club due to its remoteness and Scottish heritage, three years 

after it opened they held a competition, and the prizes includes turkeys, hares, gigot of 

mutton, goose, cheese, beer and tea. 

 

 

 
The new Machrihanish limited edition book celebrates the venue’s early years 

 

The motivation for our newsletter is a new hardcover book complied and edited by D. M. 

Wilson III and H. R. J. Grant in 2018. An impressive hardcover issued with a slipcase, it 

is a step up from the club’s centennial history, the new volume produced with high 



 

  

quality black and white and color illustrations, with beautiful endpapers and gilt lettering 

on the boards.  

 

Machaire Shanais : Golf 1880s – 1920s is limited to 200 copies and is 156 loving pages. 

The book is also available in a second edition softcover of 1,000, sold by the club. D.M. 

Wilson III decodes the club name in the book’s introduction: Machaire, from the Scots 

Gaelic or Machair in Irish Gaelic, Machaire Shanis, roughly translated as “the plain of 

whispers.” The book is a collection of essays, paintings, photographs and poems from the 

forty-year period straddling the turn of the 19th century, beginning with the formal club 

formation. Sources far and wide are used including Horace Hutchison’s British Golf 

Links and Famous Golf Links, Golf Illustrated and Smart’s A Round of the Links, among 

others. 

 

The preferred method to get to Machrahanish today is to take the lazy drive from 

Glasgow past Inverary, along the Kintyre Peninsula, through the charming town of 

Campbeltown. W. W. Tulloch describes the port town in 1883 as, “Both picturesque and 

lively. There are fine glimpses of coast scenery, where the headlands of Kilkerran fall 

steeply into the sea; but the bay form the true scene of interest, as it is the rendezvous of 

hundreds of fishing smacks and wherries. There is continual movement on its waters—

the flapping and filling of brown sails, the shouts of the men, and the whirr of the chain 

cable as the anchor is dropped, keep the port continually astir. Twenty-four distilleries 

against seven churches!” While the current village may not have as many boats bobbing 

in the harbor and churches now outnumber distilleries, it retains all its charm. 

 

 
Lovely reproduction illustrations from Machaire Shanais : Golf 1880s – 1920s 

 

In December 1893 Golf Illustrated described the new links in glowing terms: 

“Machrihanish the Mesopotamia of the golfer, as St. Andrews is his Mecca. A sail of four 



 

  

hours from Gourock (down the Firth of Clyde past the Isle of Arran) brings you to 

Campbeltown. It has some twenty-five distilleries.” 

 

A sampling of Machrihanish’s lyrical hole names bring you to the seaside setting: 

Rorke’s Drift, Jura, Islay, Gigha, Ranachan, Balaclava, and the world famous opening 

hole, Battery. Taken from either local geography or simply Scottish humor with a twist, 

they conjure up the appropriate image in the golfer’s mind. 

 

For those lucky enough to have made the long and pleasant trek, the book also conjures 

up fond memories of the hotel that has stood across from the course since the beginning 

and remains sentinel today: the Ugadale Arms Hotel, a true throwback. Unlike other 

famous golf towns such as St. Andrews or North Berwick the Ugadale sits not in a town, 

but in splendid isolation overlooking the golf course and the sea. 

 

 
 

Anyone who scoffs at Machrihanish as an easy holiday course hasn’t played it in the 

wind. Although the exact quote that Old Tom Morris uttered about the location has been 

muddled by time, the rough idea is the same: “God A’mighty must a had Gowf in His 

heid when He made this place.” Or, “Providence meant this for a gowf-coorse.” 

 

Kudos to D. M. Wilson III and Grant for highlighting the rich history of such a delightful 

place and for bringing back to life the prose and images of our forefathers in the game. 

 

 -- John Sabino 


